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projector arms with stepless distance adjustment

Anti-sway braces

special AT64-Legs

Desert Screen - The projection screen 
for EVERY application
Special requirements demand special solutions. AV Stumpfl developed a mobile projection screen conjoined with a projector mount, which  
is suitable for use at untypical places. With the stable Monoblox64 profile frame and according projector arms for the installation of short  
throw projectors directly to the screen, this product is ready for any job. Maximum stability combined with high product durability meet again our 
system philosophy.

The Desert screen consists of a foldable Monoblox64 frame with automatically engaging snap joints. The special type AT32/64 legs give 
the screen a perfect hold. The additional anti-sway braces to the frame bottom and center supports secure, despite additional weight load, 
maximum frame stability. For an easy and flexible mounting of short-throw projectors a specific overhead - projector arm has been desi-
gned which can be attached simply and quickly to the back of the frame. The special projector mounting brackets can be positioned stepless 
along the projector arms according the required distance. The flexible and foldable front projection surface is attached to the frame via snap  
fasteners quick and easy.

Specifications:

Max. projector weight: 2,5 kg
Max. length of support arm: 190 cm
Available with 1, 2 or 3 projector arms

Sizes:

220x170 cm frame size incl. 1 projector arm
345x203 cm frame size incl. 1 projector arm
160x120 cm frame size incl. 1 projector arm
447x120 cm frame size incl. 3 projector arms

Special sizes on demand!

Panorama multidisplay projection Short-throw projectors fixed on projector arms Field operation Dutch Airmobile Brigade 
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